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The ECLEVA Readiness report identified CRM Hotspots, which provided quick wins to
engage and empower staff.  It was thought that giving staff a level of autonomy with the
new system would encourage them to use the system and embrace the resulting changes
to their work practices. ECLEVA was confident that the deployment of a well-conceived
and well implemented CRM strategy would result in a more consistent and systematic
approach to customers, increase enrolments, provide better decision making information
and give staff greater job satisfaction.

Importantly, ECLEVA found that TAFE QLD SW’s requirements were sufficiently clear and 
concise not to warrant a pilot deployment. ECLEVA recommended a phased roll-out,
tracking experiences to maximize the benefit of phase 1 experiences in the subsequent
phases that would go onto embrace Contact Management, Correspondence Tracking
and Distribution, Data Migration, Activity Management, Campaign Management and
Enquiry Management.

Powering Through the Project

Backed by the hearty endorsement from TAFE QLD SW executive and the CRM team,
ECLEVA set about crafting the precise configuration of the Customer Management system.

Of specific importance to the configuration was the consistent focus on the underlying 
business drivers:

Close the customer enquiry and feedback loop.

Improve customer accountability and visibility at various levels throughout TAFE QLD SW.

Manage the multitude of Customer Touch-points, including electronic and more  
manual channels.

TAFE QLD SW had 6 months to deploy their CRM strategy and re-engineer its business
processes to prepare for the next student recruitment cycle.  Commencing in June, the 
ECLEVA Readiness Report was completed by August. Configuration commenced in
November with user training early in December ready for a Go Live later that month.

The Outcome

The combination of a robust system, usability and an enthusiastic team meant that come
January enrolment, TAFE QLD SW handled a peak of 8,000 enquiries with next day
dispatch of requested information.  

We can now track leads to enrolments.  We now have quality data  
upon which to make informed decisions regarding our curriculum.

says Julie Poole, Customer Service Manager.

The new system is distributed to all faculties with 55 power users across the Institute.
Facility Administration uses the system to track their individual contacts. As was originally
intended, the Customer Service Centre is now the main customer enquiry “go-to” point
within the institute and the funnel through which all enquiries are processed.

There is a growing trust between the Faculties and Customer 
Service now they’re confident we’re responding to all enquiries 
in a consistent and reliable way.

         observes Julie Poole.

“The system is so flexible and open,” says TAFE QLD SW CRM specialist “We’re considering 
using it as a toolkit for a number of other requirements. The framework and technology
makes it easy to integrate with our other systems.”
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ECLEVA’s New B2B CRM Cloud Solution Boosts TAFE Queensland 
Commercial Engagement!

Using the new B2B CRM to market the EduRe Suite and Microsoft Dynamics 365, ECLEVA implemented a SaaS-based 
commercial engagement solution platform for TAFE Queensland.

NSW, AUSTRALIA, August 2017 - ECLEVA, a business technology solutions provider, partnered with TAFE Queensland, a 
vocational and training education provider in Queensland, to implement a state wide (52 Campuses, 300 users) commercial 
engagement solution platform using the first to market EduRe Suite and Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

TAFE Queensland engaged ECLEVA in October 2016 to plan, build, and launch the project in record time, December of the 
same year.  Following a thorough planning phase, ECLEVA recommended TAFE Queensland introduce a specially 
configured EduRe suite for managing all commercial and client engagements including leads, opportunities, contracts, 
funding source tenders, preferred supplier tenders, 3rd party partnerships, marketing, and all other relationship 
development activities. 

The project was delivered on time and on budget, and the adoption of the new solution within its first months of operation 
has been fantastic.

The EduRe Commercial Engagement application allows TAFE Queensland:

1. Ability to follow one process for engaging with all clients including visibility of activities across all campuses.
2. A view of all 3rd party agreements and revenue cashflow statements for all business across all campuses.
3. Capability to manage the delivery of all training and skill development of staff to large-scale project delivery.

‘TAFE Queensland needed a central view of all commercial engagement across the state and due to ECLEVA’s education 
domain expertise, Microsoft Dynamics 365 knowledge and the EduRe Suite of Commercial Engagement Applications they 
were the perfect partner. The project ran smoothly and was delivered on time.’ - Mr Dean Sedgman, Chief Information 
Officer, TAFE Queensland

To deliver the commercial engagement solution, ECLEVA undertook five key phases: 

Phase 1: Together with TAFE Queensland Subject Matter Experts, determined and aligned standards, processes and skills. 
Phase 2: Configured the EduRe Commercial Engagement application to meet the requirements defined in Phase 1. 
Phase 3. Developed and rolled out a change management & training strategy.  
Phase 4: Delivered the cloud platform via Microsoft Dynamics 365 and Microsoft Azure. 
Phase 5: Ongoing support and service delivery provided. 

‘ECLEVA is very proud to be a valuable partner and to help deliver better commercial engagement outcomes for TAFE 
Queensland. To be one of the first Microsoft Partners in the world to leverage the Microsoft Cloud platforms to deliver our 
EduRe Commercial Engagement Applications is a great achievement for ECLEVA and model we hope to repeat with clients 
in Australia and globally.’  Mr Martin Halmarick, Managing Partner, ECLEVA. 

In addition to the Commercial Engagement Suite of applications, ECLEVA also has separate EduRe applications for 
managing student engagement across the student lifetime of education.   

Download the full case study here.

About ECLEVA:  
ECLEVA is an Australian-based, leading expert in developing business technology solutions for different sectors. The 
company offers a wide-range of services including CRM, XRM, document/content management, mobility solutions, and 
business support. 

With more than 20 years of experience working in the education sector, ECLEVA has developed the EduRe Suite - pre-
built, customisable applications that can be used by universities and TAFEs to build long-term commercial partnerships and 
improve the student experience. Learn more about ECLEVA’s services by visiting https://www.ecleva.com.  
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To learn more about ECLEVA’s 
Student and Commercial 
Engagement solutions, visit our 
education page. Or if you have 
any queries, don’t hesitate to 
contact us.
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